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These days, a lot of people are stuck at home, and when 

you’re home for very long, you can run out of things to do. 

And so, if you are one of those people, I thought we could 

talk for a minute about finding stuff in the yard. No, I’m not 

talking about the neighbor’s McDonalds cup that blew over, 

or that forgotten toy that’s been sitting by the fence for a 

while. I’m talking about stuff that can be really interesting and 

beautiful if you get close and spend some time looking, lis-

tening, and even smelling. So let me tell you about my yard. 

My yard is kind of wild. It’s not wild in the way a prairie is, full 

of native grasses and flowers. It’s just a yard that has been al-

lowed to do its own thing, without pesticides to kill bugs or 

fertilizer with weed killers. It gets mowed, and it gets watered 

if we don’t get rain for some time, but otherwise it’s kind of a 

free-for-all in which the seeds that blow in on the wind or get 

dropped by birds can get started if they want to. There are 

places where we planted violets. There are patches of Oxalis, 

some of which we planted and some just escaped and went 

wild. The thing about my wild yard is that you could walk 
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around slowly (or get on hands and knees for a close 

look!) and see lots of different kinds of plants.  

There’s a jungle out back, full of different shapes 

and forms of plants if you look closely. A couple of 

square feet of that yard could be a forest where day-

dreams play out, full of strange animals and adven-

tures. It is kind of like looking at clouds drifting by in 

the sky and setting your imagination free as you 

watch the different shapes.  

There are dandelions there, too, and they produce 

those amazing round collections of seeds with para-

chutes. With a puff of breath, you blow those seeds 

into the wind where they drift away and settle, and 

maybe take root. (Let me suggest that you find Rob-
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ert MacFarlane’s book, The Lost Words, and read his 

poem, called “dandelion,” while enjoying the illus-

trations by Jackie Morris.) 

These are all things we may overlook, but what if we 

looked carefully for things we might think were 

amazing if they weren’t just part of our yards? How 

many different-shaped leaves can we find? What if 

we drew a few of the flowers, even the simple ones, 

paying attention to their shape and how any streaks 

or lines or other patterns look?  

While we’re looking at the flowers, we could notice 

the insects that visit them. Honeybees visit the dan-

delions, and there are other kinds of bees that visit 

the flowers of other plants. Some bees are small with 

a bright metallic green color, and of course there 

are big ones like bumblebees. And the butterflies! 

There are lots of butterflies that may visit our yards, 

from Common Buckeyes with their beautiful spots to 
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male 

bright yellow Sulphurs and those yellow and black 

Tiger Swallowtails. If you sat for an hour and 

watched a small patch of flowers, I wonder how 

many pollinators (bees, flies, butterflies, and other 

insects that spread pollen from one flower to anoth-

er) you could see? 

And then there are the birds! Really, a person’s yard 

begins to be quite a little nature preserve when you 

think about how many birds visit. There are many 

that visit year-round, like the Northern Mockingbird 

flying from fence to tree and flashing those big 

patches of white on their wings.  

So, if you are stuck at home, you might check out 

your wild yard and see what cool things you can see. 

Starting with the plants and then looking for insects, 

lizards, toads, and birds, there really may be a lot to 

find and learn about. 
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